
ABSTRACT
Twitter is a big data source useful for 
sampling opinions and information in the 
community. In this exploratory study, we 
compared the usefulness of information 
shared about asthma. We collected tweets 
using asthma and #asthma and compared 
tweets with and without URLs. To 
automatically create topic overviews that 
can be efficiently reviewed, we used LDA 
and CTM clustering. We evaluated using 2, 
5 or 10 clusters. 
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Category Examples

Auxiliary and modal
verbs (including 
abbrevations)

Aint, be, can, could, have, may, 
might, ..

Low frequency terms 
without meaning for 
clustering

Cureclickevelyn, 
breathingashleydanielle, 
asthmaexpat, niallappreciationday, 
asthmadominique

High frequency terms 
without meaning for 
clustering (appear in 
many cluster)

Prevent, hospital, cure, evidence, 
supporting, live, helps

other Bihhhh, ughkymtot

Terms not related to 
asthma

Inc, hello, tens, damn

Table 2: stop word examples (N=408)

STUDY GOALS
We analyzed Tweets to : 
(a) Measure what proportion is unique
(b) Discover differences between tweets from individuals vs grey literature (i.e., those referring to professional information)
(c) Discover whether searching for tweets with or without a hashtag matters
(d) Find any hidden topics among the tweets
(e) Evaluate two clustering approaches

BACKGROUND
Social media tools are playing a greater and significant role in both clinical medicine and public health. 
Patients use social media to exchange information, advice and support; health care providers use them 
to distribute information, consult with other providers, and to interact with patients; numerous 
commercial vendors and professional organizations promote products and viewpoints using these tools; 
and public health authorities both disseminate and acquire information via social networks.

We focused on asthma, which affects 8% of the US adult population. In earlier work (Leroy, Harber & 
Revere, 2015) we evaluated asthma related tweets and found that the majority of tweets contain URLS 
and many are retweeted. The proportion  of tweets containing personal, new content is small. The 
majority of tweets are sent by organizations, both commercial and noncommercial, and the content are 
broad facts and statements. Both medication and environmental triggers are common topics. 

STUDY APPROACH

TweetsSearch API used to collect 
tweets containing the keywords 
“asthma” or “#asthma”

Processed Tweet Text

Remove URLS

Remove 
usernames

Remove numbers

Remove special 
characters

Remove non-asci 
characters

Remove stop 
words

Remove 
punctuation

Convert to lower 
case

Preprocessing

All/unique
(% unique)

#asthma asthma

With URL 27,054 / 17,227 
(64)

52,508 / 40,219 
(77)

Without 
URL

5,579 / 4,252 
(76)

66,601 / 64,320 
(97)

Table 1: data set details

#asthma asthma

If #asthma gets me, it'll be a 
victory dearly bought.  
#firness #motivation 
#exercise #health 

had a lovely asthma attack 
tonight. i like to mix my 
medical crises up a bit 
every once in a while, it 
keeps things 
interesting.sarah pritchard

RT  #Hypnosis is reported to 
be beneficial from #asthma 
to #dentist #phobia to 
#smoking #sexual 
problems. Dental Referral C

rt mil, ima know every 
roach personally "be careful 
with benjamin bruh he got 
asthma

Curry night? Have okra side 
dish to help with blood 
sugar spikes.   #health 
#food #diabetes #asthma 
#heart #nutritionBest of 
nutria

hours behind but now 
hanging out at bonfire in 
neighbors driveway. fan 
next to me blowing bc
smoke/asthma doesn't 
work. #accomodatingerin

RT  Non-smoking methods 
of #cannabis administration 
can improve breathing in 
#asthma sufferers

that moment when you at 
work and start having a 
asthma an allergic attack 
but you can't leave because 
the money too good 
#walkitoff #ftgallen gates

Table 3: example tweets

Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA) is a probabilistic 

modeling technique used to 
find latent topics in 

documents. It is assumed 
that a document (i.e., a 

tweet) comprises a mixture 
of topics. 

Correlated Topic Models 
(CTM) can also used to find 
the latent topics in 
documents. It determines 
the words and topic 
probabilities based on 
frequency of occurrence and 
also finds correlation 
between topics. 

Topic modeling using LDA (using R)

LDA

Doc/term 
matrix

2 clusters

5 clusters

10 clusters

Topic modeling using CTM(using R)

CTM

Doc/term 
matrix

2 clusters

5 clusters

10 clusters

Cluster  Score – Relevance to ‘asthma’
Terms with high relevance: +1
Terms with low relevance: -1
Terms that are irrelevant: -2

RESULTS & CONCLUSION

Evaluation Process
- Expert was ‘blind’ to clustering 
algorithms.
- 2, 5 and 10 clusters shown as topics 
next to each other

Conclusion: LDA clustering resulted in more relevant clusters and more consistent quality. 
Tweets for “#asthma” without URL (individuals) contained the most relevant terms. 
Terms were least relevant for the tweets for ”asthma” without URL (personal comments, broad query).
Implication: For estimating community members' opinions & information, relevance is improved by use of LDA clustering of tweets without URL
references.
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